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Two Models for Pollution, Part B: From Qumran to QirqisƗnƯ, from the Mishnah to 

Maimonides / Hillel Mali and Naphtali S. Meshel 

 

1. Introduction:  Distinctions Marred  

In light of the analysis and examples presented in Part A of this paper (“From Leviticus to Late 

Second Temple Literature”), it may appear surprising that rabbinic literature never discusses the 

problem of compoundment in a systematic manner. Milgrom remarks that 4Q274 “mars the 

distinction” of rabbinic literature to take into consideration “every possible contingency”—

including outlandish scenarios—for not a single one of 4Q274’s scenarios is mentioned in 

rabbinic literature.1 The rabbinic silence is odd enough considering the talmudic propensity to 

discuss hypothetical scenarios of ritual pollution (including farfetched and even outlandish ones); 

but it is all the more striking considering that several of the scenarios in question are not 

outlandish at all but, given the ubiquity of pollution in many households, quite quotidian.2  

Birenboim correctly demonstrated that the rabbis ignore contact between polluted people 

because such contact entails no ritual consequences in the rabbinic system.3 Although true, this 

point does not satisfactorily explain the rabbinic approach to compoundment. Rather, it shifts the 

question from the reasons for the absence of such scenarios in rabbinic literature to the reasons 

for their ritual inconsequentiality in the rabbinic system, that is, from rhetoric to the fundamental 

rules of the game. What basic assumptions about the operation of Ȇ led the rabbis to construct 

their system in a way that rendered all of these scenarios ritually irrelevant, to the extent that they 

would hardly merit discussion?  

Milgrom addressed this question, positing an ideological chasm between the Biblical and 

rabbinic ideas of pollution, on the one hand, and the Qumranic and “pagan” view on the other. 

                                                 
1 Milgrom, “4QTOHOROTa,” 59. Contrast the systematic discussion of analogous topics, such as the 

compoundment of prohibitions and that of sacrificial obligations (m. Ker. 1:7; 2:3–4; 3; b. ۉul. 100a, et passim).  
2 Although the rabbis occasionally discuss contact between polluted people (Baumgarten, “Laws,” 7–8), a different 

question is usually at stake. For instance, it is not the general question of compoundment but the issue of encounters 

liable to lead to illicit sexual activity that motivates the discussion of the scenarios in m. Šabb. 1:3, t. Šabb. 1:14, b. 

Šabb. 13a (see y. Šabb.1:3 [3b–c]); and it is the status of floating objects, not compoundment, that motivates the 

discussion of some of the scenarios in b. Naz. 64a. See also below, n. 34, for many more examples, both quotidian 

and farfetched.  
3 H. Birenboim, “Observation,” 283. 
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Resorting to a distinction that runs roughly along the nominalist-realist divide, he suggested that 

the scroll’s law reflects a dynamic and demonic conception of pollution that may grow due to 

contact with a more severe pollution, whereas pollution is “lifeless” to the rabbis.4 The rabbis did 

not discuss the compoundment of pollutions, claimed Milgrom, because they did not view 

pollution as a demonic, dynamic force that can grow and change. 

It is difficult to accept the connection that Milgrom made between the problem of 

compoundment and demonic (or even “pagan”) versus “lifeless” conceptions of pollution.5 

Comparative data suggest that a demonic conception of pollution need not entail an interest in 

the problem of compoundment.6 Conversely, an interest in compoundment—or even an 

affirmation that pollution may affect a polluted person—is not necessarily indicative of a 

demonic perception of pollution (as seen below, Section 3). If anything, were there a positive 

correlation between the treatment of compoundment and a demonic perception of pollution, the 

rabbinic view would turn out to be more demonic than the Qumranic one, because there is so 

much evidence for the assumption of compoundment in rabbinic literature, as we shall see.7 

                                                 
4 See Milgrom, “4QTOHOROTa,” 66; cf. perhaps Matt 12:43–45.   
5 See also Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 981–82.  
6 The VidevdƗd, the 6th-century Middle Persian text on ritual pollution whose very name (“Law Against the 

Demons”) points to its demonic conception of pollution, is replete with intricate scenarios of ritual pollution, hardly 

addresses, and never systematically discusses, compoundment. See Albert F. de Jong, “Purity and Pollution in 

ancient Zoroastrianism” in: Christian Frevel and Christophe Nihan, eds., Purity and the Forming of Religious 

Traditions in the Ancient Mediterranean World and Ancient Judaism (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 183–94 esp. 186–87, 

189–90.  One possible exception is VidevdƗd 5:59 (|| 7:17), which according to Anklesaria’s reading appears to 

address the possibility of a body bearing two pollutions (B. T. Anklesaria, Pahlavi Videvdad [ed. D. D. Kapadia; 

Bombay: K.R. Cama Oriental Institute, 1949], 130); but see Mahnaz Moazami, Wrestling with the Demons of the 

Pahlavi WidƝwdƗd (Iran Studies, 9; Leiden: Brill, 2014), 160–63. VidevdƗd 5:4 would rather suggest a denial of 

compoundment at least in some cases, based on a hierarchic conception of “serious” vis-à-vis “lighter” offences (and 

pollutions, Anklesaria, Videvdad, 94; Moazami, Wrestling, 124–25 [paragraph F]).  
7 Other explanations along the nominalist-realist divide would be equally unhelpful, since one could conceive of a 

radically nominalist worldview according to which pollutions may accrue consecutively (or concurrently, or 

otherwise), and a radically realist worldview according to which one could immunize (or not immunize) against 

others. On the limits of the explanatory power of the nominalist-realist dichotomy, see Yair Furstenberg, 

“Controlling Impurity: The Natures of Impurity in Second Temple Debates,” Diné Israel; Studies in Halacha and 

Jewish Law 30 (2015): 163–95, with detailed reference to Daniel Schwartz, Jeffrey Rubenstein, and others. For a 
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We therefore claim that it is unwarranted to link this controversy about compoundment to a 

profound ideological controversy regarding the demonic or non-demonic nature of pollution. 

Instead of appealing to theological grounds, which prove to be inadequate for understanding the 

problem of compoundment, we will claim that the legal innovation of 4Q274 should be 

understood as a shift within the framework of a “fundamental science” of ritual.8 The attempt to 

impose order upon the relatively chaotic Biblical data led authors from the late Second Temple 

period and onwards to organize the pollutions according to a unidimensional scale.  

 

2. Rabbinic Literature: Rhetoric and Law 

2.a. Terminological and Structural Evidence  

 

The authors of 4Q274 felt the need to make the point that diverse pollutions could be ordered 

hierarchically on a single scale from severest to lightest, as we have seen in Part A. By contrast, 

this view is simply a point of departure for Mishnah Order Teharot. Tractate Kelim begins by 

describing the arrangement of twenty “fathers” of pollution9 on an eleven-tiered scale.10  

 

These Fathers11 of Pollution, [namely]  

                                                 
strong argument in favor of “realistic” conceptions of pollution in Rabbinic literature, see Noam, From Qumran, 

229, 244, 247, et passim.  
8 One may term this shift a “grammatical” shift in the sense that a “grammar” of ritual is discussed in Naphtali S. 

Meshel, The Grammar of Sacrifice: A Generativist Study of the Israelite Sacrificial System in the Priestly Writings 

(Oxford: University Press, 2014, esp. pp. 5–28, 130–133). 
9 Maimonides lists thirty-two; for the reasons, see Y. D. Kafaত, Mishna ‘im perush Mosheh ben Maymon: Maۘor ve-

targum (Jerusalem: Mosad ha-Rav Kook, 1963), 29. 
10 The number is not mentioned in our mishnah, but see Noam, From Qumran, 178–79 n. 511 and the literature cited 

there. See also Jacob Neusner, “Form-Analysis and Source Criticism: The Case of Mishnah Kelim 1:1–4,” A Tribute 

to Arthur Vööbus: Studies in early Christian literature and its environment, primarily in the Syrian East (Chicago: 

Lutheran School of Theology, 1977).  
11 The term father of pollution (Ҵab haܒܒumҴâ, vis-à-vis welad haܒܒumҴâ, descendant of pollution) appears in early 

strata of Tannaitic literature (see m. ࡐEd. 2:1, m. Pesa1:6 .ۊ; Furstenberg, Purity, 275–81), and it is likely pharisaic. 

In other contexts, the father/descendant dichotomy indicates hermeneutical-logical priority (fathers are Scriptural, 

descendants derivative; Rashi on b. B. Qam. 2a; y. Pesa1:7 .ۊ [28a]). This is not usually the case, however, for 

fathers/descendants of pollution: for instance, ejaculators are not included, despite Deut 23:11 (but cf. m. Zabim 


